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Abstract

In the human brain, auditory information is processed in the complex network

of auditory cortical neurons; quantitative and qualitative facets of the human

auditory information processing have been studied with the help of the indirect

measurements of brain activities such as electroencephalography (EEG) and

magnetoencephalography (MEG). In particular, the analysis of the auditory

evoked potential (AEP), obtained from ongoing EEG/MEG signals, has been

considered as a standard method to understand the dynamics of the process.

Due to the nonlinearities in the auditory cortical neurons, however, there exist

difficulties in interpreting relevant information as to the intrinsic properties of

the network, obtained from the event-related potential (ERP) via conventional

linear methods, i.e., calculation of the maximum power and computation of the

difference in the evoked response. To circumvent these limitations, in this study,

we consider various nonlinear analysis methods, by means of which ERP and/or

ongoing EEG recordings of fifteen human subjects are quantitatively analyzed.

Further, correlations between the latency/amplitude of characteristic peaks of

the AEP and the indices based on the nonlinear measurements are discussed.

Keywords: Auditory information processing, Human brain, Electroencephalo-

gram, Auditory-evoked potential, Nonlinear analysis

Student Number: 2012-20391
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Brain is the most complex and mysterious biological system that is incessantly

challenged by curious researchers. Although there is not exact definition about

‘complex system’, brain is regarded as the system in respect of following prop-

erties: First, completely new properties which each element of brain, called

neuron, does not have are emerged by their numerous complex network of their-

selves [1]. Second, whole brain function is not ceased albeit some brain parts

which serve as specific function of brain except direclty related with sustaining

human life is broken out. In other words, there is stability with complex neuronal

network [2]. Thrid, though out of scope of this article, there is small-worldness

character in neronal network in respect to network theory [3, 4] : That is, the

distribution of parameters used in network theory shows the power law, which

obviously shows the character of complex system; for example investigating
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the connectedness or extent of clustering. For investigating the human brain as

complex system, researchers have contrived many devices to represent the brain

states in which they are interested such as electrical signal of brain, the way how

much each brain parts are connected with theirselves and so on. There are im-

proved method to measure various information about brain such as functional

Magnetic Resonance Imaging(fMRI), Magnetoencephalogram(MEG), however,

Electroencephalogram(EEG) the oldest method to examine the human brain is

still applicated to investigate the human brain system [5].

EEG is the experiment method implemented as following consequences: At

first, pasting the electrodes, which is cm2 scale covering 100 million ∼ 1 billion

number of neurons and recording electrical acitivity time series. EEG is appli-

cated in clinical examination since year of 1924 [6]. Although we can acquire

the information of individual neuron’s activity by inserting minute and sharp

glass or metal electrode into deeper region of brain(LFP), EEG data is still

available because the essence of brain complexity exhibited to exterior world

is not in activity of each neuron but their collective behavior. Therefore if the

research subject is related with tangible and macroscopic brain activity such

as cognition or response of stimulus, the space averaged data is more direct

connection to the phenomena to investigate [3, 7]. In addition, invasive way,

for example, EcoG, LFP to measure electrical activity of neurons is limited in

many case since subject of the brain experiment is human. In that sense, EEG,

which is just pasting electrode on scalp, is most practicable tool to researcher

who is not afford to conduct expensive experiment.

There are two kind of ways to use EEG data; forward problem and reverse
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problem [7, 8]. Forward problem is constructing appropriate model to repro-

duce the EEG data. When constructing model, researchers would apply their

prior knowledge about brain including how electrical activity of brain signal

is constructed from neurons and specific location from which kind of signals

are emerged. Not knowing about entire principles of brain to generate EEG

signal, the forward problem could not help being always partly solved. Reverse

problem is exactly antithetical to forward problem. Using EEG data, localizing

the source of electric activity is aim of reverse problem. The reverse problem is

actually Poisson equation in which potential value is given at specific point(in

EEG case, the point is right in electrode) with proper boundary condition and

the solution of the equation is unique by uniqueness theorem. However, this

EEG case is not given a boundary condition hence the solution of reverse prob-

lem is not unique. In this article, to say, the problem to solve is rather close

to later case but we are not interested in localizing the specific source. More

comprehensive approach to reverse problem can be said that not simply lo-

calizing electric potential sources but analyzing the data to draw meaningful

information.

We studied about processing auditory information in human brain by an-

alyzing EEG signal as response of auditory stimulus according to the above

later scheme. Research for that subject have been conducted generally with

Event Related potential(ERP), which is averaged EEG data epoch by epoch

and have been believed that important dynamic information is ‘contracted’

in hence many researchers have analyzed latency of peak, waveform of ERP

at various situation [9–12]. For example, there are many research about ERP
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difference between healthy people and people having mental-illness, and how

to come out the ERP signal occuring at relatively ‘higher’ process in human

brain such as determination, integration of information compared with simple

perception. In this article, we studied with experiment data obtained by ’odd-

ball’ paradigm. The oddball paradigm experiment is that two kind of auditory

stimulus, standard signal and oddball signal, is provided to subjects who are

instructed to push button when they listen oddball signals and EEG data is

measured when the experiment implemented [12, 13]. The original purpose of

the experment is observing how ERP form as response of auditory appears if

the brain proceed decision making, however, we did not directly investigated

such higher level of brain performance.

Instead, we tried to understand following topic: First, identifying the ‘prin-

cipal’ components of EEG signal when decomposing the data into frequency

domain. The reason that significant information of EEG signal is surmised

to be contained in specific frequency domain is stated in section 2.3.1. Sec-

ond, examining the latancy that ‘principal’ components appear. In general,

the latency at which specific peak in ERP appears is very significant topic in

clinical researches although it is not disclosed what process makes the peaks in

ERP. Another independent, important topic of this article is sychronization and

desynchronization of constituent of EEG signal, say, the bunches of neurons. For

generating specific ERP pattern like peaks which is well known response signal,

noticed by appearing at specific latency, sufficient number of neurons should

be arranged to synchronized. The principle of making ERP signal is stated in

detail in section 2.2.2. Actually, the prominent response signals in ERP is the
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data just showing degree of synchronization of neuron dipoles but it seems to

be random noise or flat in ERP when neurons are desynchronized.

However, meaningful response/process would be not only represented by

synchronized peaks tangible in ERP or EEG signal but by desynchronized

response. According to the previous studies, there would be desynchronized

anatomical signal representing significant activitiy [14]. Hence we used appro-

priate tool, sample entropy which measure predictability of system to measure

how much EEG sourece is desynchronized and we handled the problem in sec-

tion 3.2 in detail.
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Chapter 2

Materials and Methods

2.1 EEG experiment

We acquired EEG data from healthy 52 human subjects with using 128 channel

EEG cap having two reference channel. The bioelectrical signals were sampled

with 1000 Hz frequency and recoreded until 1200 signals were given. The experi-

ment implemented with ‘oddball paradigm’ in which trains of auditory stimulus

are given to subjects and they were requested to push button as fast as possible

when they hear ‘odd(target) signals’. The subjects were required to concentrate

to sounds and gaze a screen to show white cross on black background without

any visual distraction. For minimizing artifact, the subjects were instructed to

refrain from eyeblinking, muscular movements, and any other type of artifact

activity.
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The trains of stimulus were composed of randomly mixed standard stimulus

and target stimulus having frequency of 500 Hz and 1000 Hz, respectively. A

stimulus was constructed to duration of 50 ms(10 ms rise/fall), intensity of

80 dB, and given at 1200 ms interval after instructing session. For anlysis, we

choose about 300 epochs having duration of 1200 ms, each epochs are composed

of pre-stimulus having duration of 300 ms and post stimulus, 900 ms. In addtion,

we choose 7 channel to analysis in which primary recognition information is

processed, namely, T7, TP7, 89, 90, 99 and FZ, CZ because we only investigate

auditory stimulus-response at the primary auditory cortex and frontal, central

lobe.

2.2 Data Processing

2.2.1 Independent Component Analysis

Independent Component Analysis(ICA) is decomposing method by which the

goal is to find a linear representation of nongaussian data so that the com-

ponents are statistically independent [15]. ICA is one method of Blind Source

Separion(BSS), given only output signal, based on statistical assumption that

source signals are independent each other. Additoinally, assuming that observed

n-dimentional signal at time instant k, x(k) = [x1(k), · · · , xn(k)], is instanta-

neous mixed, i.e. there is no retarded time, the model of ICA is defined by

x(k) =

n∑
k=1

aisi(k) = As(k). (2.1)

Finding the source signal s(k) and mixing matrix A is the problem to solve

using ICA.
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We used Independent Component Analysis(ICA) for two purpose : First,

although subjects were instructed to minimize artifact activity, it is inevitable of

EEG to be contaminated by some artifact electrical signals due to eyeblinking,

minute muscular movenments, and activity of heart. Therefore pre-processing

to eliminate those artifact is required. It is possible to eliminate those distorted

data portion simply by rejecting epochs, however, expecting to keep the EEG

data unharmed as possible, we chose method not only to conseve not only

meaningful data part but also to eliminate prementioned artifact, namely, ICA.

Second, we expected to find builing block of constituting Auditory Evoked

Potential(AEP), hence basis-like component is needed to. For this purpose,

It is resonable to analyze EEG data with ICA component in that the prin-

ciples of decomposing on-going EEG data into ICA component is analogous

to the principles of composing EEG signals. The most important concept of

forming EEG activity is syncronization. When measuring EEG signal, small

electrode patched on scalp record electrical potential made by patially syn-

chronous sources which is mainly compact and they are widespread on the

cortex. Therefore the electrode will show the significant data by summing those

contributions from the synchronous sources whose strength and orientation of

current are similarly arranged. In addition, the contributions from other sites

which emit completely different kinds of signal, i. e. the signals having variant

frequency interval, amplitude, and waveform are believed to be independent

neural activities. Therefore if EEG signals are exactly decomposed into such

independent response from other electrodes, though there is information about

origin which emit the response, we acquire justification of applicating the ICA
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component as representative unit of response about external stimulus.

Hence if common ICA component from other subject and other condition

is observed when repetitive experiment is conducted about stimulus-response

of brain, we can insist that the ICA component is not ‘a respense’ but ‘the

response’ about the stimulus. Although we cannot see what location of brain

the response signal is from, we can catch the representative form of response

about specific stimulus and regard the ICA component as a basis compoent of

response. As a result, if we assumes that ICA component finely present those

independent contributions, we could reach more higher understading of origin

of neural activity.

The appropriatness of ICA in studying EEG dataset was verified in pre-

research. There are some requirements of data for fulfilling assumption of ICA;

statistically independence between source signals, instantaneous linear mixing,

and the stationarity of both source signals and the mixing process [16, 17]. For-

tunately, The source signals are reported to be independent with each other by

pre mentioned reasons, and because most of the meaningful signals lies below 1

KHz, for examlple, delta(1∼4 Hz), theta(4∼7 Hz), alpha(8∼13 Hz), beta(13∼25

Hz), the quasistatic approximatoin can be hold hence each time instance can

be analyzed separately. Although it is reported that the EEG and MEG sig-

nals have non-stationality [18], the strict requirement of signal’s stationality

are diminished by algorithm in which the distribution of data estimated from

the whole dataset. Stationarity of mixig process means that elements of mixing

matrix A is constant, hence it leads to the fixed locations and orientations of

sources.
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There are several drawback of ICA, however, although those give minute ef-

fect on the explanation of result. First, ICA cannot acquire the exact statndard

deviation(SD) of decomposed component, in other words, ICA can obtain the in-

dependent components signal multiplied by unknown constant [15]. As ICA as-

sumes that source signal have unit SD, amplitude of ICA component cannot ex-

ceed 1. Fortunately, because the MATLAB package we used supply convenience

that components having relatively large variance are forwadly arranged, it is

easy to determine what component is related with auditory stimulus-response

process. Definitely, the components having large variance should represent the

response. Second, the polarity of ICA component can be reversed sometimes.

However, by preceding research, although personal physiological difference ex-

ist, there should be characteristic peaks in ERP that appear at specific latency

like N100 or P300 if the component have relation with reponse corresponding

the stimulus [19]. Therefore we assumed that if a peak having negative sign in

ERP but appear at 300 ms after auditory stimulus, it is accordant to regard

the peak as P300 signal which have positive polarity.

2.2.2 Event Related Potential

When using EEG data which is non-invasive method to investigate human

brain, in our case, we acquired EEG time series of duraion of about 10 minute in

which there are many information about neuronal response induced by external

stimulus. Because of long time series, however, more concise ’indicator’ about

responses is required to show prominent brain’s reaction. In oher words, repre-

sentative value like average is needed, namely, Event Related Potential(ERP).
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Figure 2.1 Schematic view of pyramidial neron. The neuron effectively act as

electric dipole.

When total number of epochs, identical to that of auditory stimulus, is N

and the number of data points in a epoch is K, we define kn which is the kth

number of data point in nth epoch. Then the average of kth number of data

point in one epoch is

x(kn) =
1

N

N∑
l=1

x(kl), (2.2)

and this values are produced to number of K. As a result, information about

brain responses is condensed to one epoch. This method of averaging assumes

that repetitive stimulus evoke same brain’s responses.

The generation of ERP signal can be explained by structure of neuron as

voltage source [5]. In Fig.1, the schematic structure of pyramidial neuron,which

is one of constituent of celebral cortex is presented.

It is composed of apical dendrite, basal dendrite, cell body, and axon. Al-

though there are many process occuring in neuron which is possible for being
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candidate of creating ERP signal, i.e. voltage source, the most important sources

of ERP, conjectured by previous researched result [9] are action potential and

postsynaptic current. Action potential is the potential generated at axon of

which sodium and potasium ion flow inward or outward by opening or closing

the ion channels when the neuron is given synaptic inputs. Because the state

of opening the ion channels are transmissed along axon with fast speed(about

ms) action potential is spike-like shape in time domain. Postsynaptic potential

is formed by potential difference due to ion concentration between intracellular

and externalcellular space across the cell membrane, evoked by neurotransmit-

ter from presynaptic current.

However, the action potential is hardly detected by electrode. In absense

of input from presynaptc cell, concentration difference of ion across the mem-

brain, soduim and potasium, is sustained by active transport hence potential

difference, called resting potential, about -70 mV, is fixed too. In ohter words,

location around membrain of axon is ‘polarized’ contrary to ion concentration

gradient, positive at intracellular and negative at extracellular space, due to

active transport by ion channel which use extra energy from ATP. When the

cell is given neurotransmitter as input from synaps, the sodium ion channel is

opened and sodium cation is inflowed to axon membrane. As a result, when

potential difference exceed threshold potential which is about -55 mV, ‘depo-

larization’ occur hence the potential is explosively increased and decreased by

same mechanism due to outflow of potasium cation by opening potasium ion

channels. The decreased potential is lowered than resting potential and the

event is called ‘hyperpolarization’. Fig.2 is stereotype of action potenial.
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Figure 2.2 schematic view of action potential.

That is, at one point of axon, depolarization and hyperpolarization conse-

quently take place in very short time inteval, about thousandth of a second.

Therefore when axons of some neurons fire action potentail at exactly same

time, the amplitude of action potential will be twice higher than genenral ac-

tion potential. Because the duration of action potenial is too short to be im-

possible to conincide their firing latency, however, almost all of action potential

fired by the other neurons is canceled each other, i. e. canceling potential of

depolariztion with that of hyperpolaization.

Accordingly, ERP signal is generated by local summation of postsynaptic

potential made by individual neurons. When postsynaptic cell is triggered by

excitatory neurotransmitter, the current of cation involving soduim and calcium

flow into membrane of apical dendrite hence extracelluar space near apical den-

drite get negativity relative to the location around synapse. For balancing the

neutralrity of intracellular space, the ouflow of current occur at the location

near basal dendrite and the relative positivity around that location is gener-

ated instantly. As a result, the cell body can be regarded as ‘current dipole’
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instantaneously at the point of occuring influx/outflux current. If the direction

of the significant number of dipoles, thousands to millions, is aligned, the mean-

ingful data of ERP signal wil be obtained in electrode on the scalp. In this way,

the ‘synchronization is the key-concept of ERP signal.

There are two typical auditory sensory ERP component which is mainly

handled in this article: First is N100 signal. For explain N100 response, more

background informations are needed to state. Sensory responses which appear

in 10∼150 ms in ERP are actually Evoked Potential(EP) by specific stimulus.

That means, the signal represent that the process of auditory information is not

yet reached at ‘higher level’ but lower level such as thalamus, primary auditory

cortex. Primary auditory cortex is located at temporal lobe and act as primary

role that lead a human to percept sound. Before auditory information arrive at

primary auditory cortex, it pass by thalamus which is a part of diencephalon

and almost all sensory informations are passed. When the auditory information

passed by thalamus, very early response is arised by brainstem at 10∼50 ms.

However, because this signal is originated from deeper area compared with cel-

ebral cortex, say, primary auditory cortex, it is not prominent signal and rather

following response, so-called N100 is definitely noticeable. N100 signal has sub-

components which appear at almost same but slightly different latency. N100

is strongly sensitive to attention hence it is required to regulate of environment

that subject concentrate on the experiment [9].

Second is P300 signal. P300 wave can be distingushed to P3a and P3b

subcomponent by their latency and their emitting region on scalp. P3a ap-

pear in 250∼280 ms interval after stimulus and have maximal amplitude at
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frontal/central lobe. That is reported to be related with engagement of atten-

tion and processing novelty [20]. P3b wave appear in 250∼ 500 ms interval and

at parietal lobe. When researcher usually refer P300 signal, the P300 signal

means P3b response. It is surmised that p3b signal appear in ERP if ‘con-

text updating’ process which means that updating one’s representation of the

current environment occur when experimeting with oddball paradigm. There-

fore the P3b signal is currently applicated in lie detection because of idea that

P300 signal reflects context updating, in otherwords, descion making and their

unconscious, uncontrollable aspects. Althogh it is well apprised that how P3b

amplitude and latency are changed by specific variation of condition such as

pitch and probability of appearing odd signal, there is not clear explanation

about what makes P3b signal and what neuronal process the P3b reflects [21].

2.3 Data Analysis

2.3.1 Fourier Transform

Considering additive nature of electrical potential, in other words, if we regard

EEG signal as vectorspace consisted with summable, scalar-multipliable vec-

tor element, it is possible to considering existence of basis-like component. As

mentioned above, the main goal of this study is specification of ‘principal com-

ponent’ of ERP. We applicated to spectral analysis to ongoing-EEG signals and

ICA component of EEG in frequecy domain. The ground that the frequency

information of EEG can give clue to access to specificating principal component

of ERP is reasonable. When investigating EEG by spectral analysis, prerevious
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study elucidated that there are specific frequency bands: The significant fre-

quency bands detected by EEG measure are diffrerent from each other when

subjects are under controlled by variant condition, for example, subject’s psy-

chological, pathological state, and behavioral state - sleeping, awakening, and

concentrating about specific object. In other words, it is proper to see that each

frequency bands arised from different proccess in human brain are independent,

though the process still not known.

The easiest spectral analysis tool to try is time series Fourier transfrom. We

implemented Fast Fourier Transform(FFT) with two regime. First, we com-

pared with power spectrum of time interval before and after auditory stimulus

is given in one epoch to investigate the affect of auditory stimulus to ERP. Thus,

we implemented FFT in pre-stimulus(300 data points) and post-stimulus(900

data points) moments of all epochs and averaged them. As the product is ex-

pressed in imaginary numbers after transforming, unless considering property

of our data1, it is easy to take mistake like taking absolute value of the FFT

product first and average them later. Because this experiment assumes that the

brain should response by same manner whenever the stimulus is given, however,

it is better to average first and take absolute value of the imaginary number for

eliminating the random noise. Because FFT is linear transformation mapping

across time domain and frequency domain with the same cardinality, FFT can

be expressed by square matrix. As a result, if we input the number of N time

series data points of FFT, FFT outputs the same number of frequency power

1In each epochs, the response of the same latency after given stimulus should be same if
the brain is ’ideal’.
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values.

Second, to examine the latency when specific frequency band was signifi-

cant, we tried to Short-time Fourier Transform(STFT) in averaged ERP signal.

Although the ERP signal is averaged data in which the minute informatoin is

destructed, we expect to conserve the major component contributing ERP sig-

nal. The result of STFT is obtained by spectromgram, which is 3-dimensional

diagram representing by time-frequency 2-dimensonal plane with color grada-

tion expressing power spectrum of frequency. Unlike previous method of FFT,

calculating whole range of data having the number of M by only one effort,

STFT is computed by translating moving window which is a subset of range of

data with the number of N ≤ M. As a result we can obtain a power spectrum

having frequency range of N in a moving window. If expecting to acquire power

spectrum having more high resolution, i. e. the power value of data which is not

actually given because of limitation of sampling rate, we can interpolate and

supplement the power value of the frequency between actual datapoints. We

chose the moving window size of 60 points, overlaping half of data points when

translating, and number of points interpolated in frequency domain is 219.

2.3.2 Band Path Filtering

For detecting principal component of ERP signal, we implemented spectral

analysis using FFT and STFT, however, there is a drawback to apply FFT

directly to this EEG data; the low frequency artifact would be detected. Because

FT assumes that subject data is linear combination of variant wavelet having

certain frequency, if data in time window which will be transformed by FFT
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is too short to represent certain frequency components, it is possible to be

detected erronous frequncy components. For example, the window having 50

ms time interval cannot fully display alpha band which oscilliate once in 100

ms. For circumvent this drawback and ascertaining effectiveness of FFT, We

conduct band-path filtering by every 1Hz interval up to 60Hz and average out

whole time series, acquiring representative amplitude of the frequency interval,

using Finite Impulse Response(FIR) filter.

2.3.3 Sample Entropy

Becuase human brains is a complex system in which emerging phenomena that

individual neurons do not possess arises, nonlinear analysis tool for human brain

is expected to be better tool than linear one. Sample Entropy(SampEn) is phys-

ical quantity which can measure predictability of nonlinear system like other

entropy measure. There are several strong point to using SampEn in nonlinear

system like human brain; the number of human physiological data should be

relatively less than that of physical experiment like condensed matter experi-

ment because there are some restriction in experimental regulation condition,

in other words, change of physiological state of subject such as downfalling

of concentration, drowsiness when experiment continue to long time. SampEn

is supplemented from Approximate entropy(APEn) which is improved version

of Kolmogorov-Sinai entropy adjusted for measuring regularity of physiologi-

cal data such as beat-to-beat differences(BBDs) in heart rate, electrocardio-

grams(ECGs) [22–24]. Additionally, SampEn is less affected to noise because

there is a proccess in algorithm that sufficiently neglect infrequent, tiny noise.
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In brief, the sequence of obtaining SampEn is following: After time series is

embedded in m and m + 1 dimensional phase space by time delay embedding

method, counting the numbers of points in boxes whose center is all points in

phase space in m, m+ 1 phase space, respectively, and take natural logarithm

to fraction of the two sum of numbers each other.

In detail, Embedding is the first step to analyze the nonlinear time series. By

embedding, one dimensional time series of data is represented to m dimensional

phase space and constructed to attractor in which dynamical information is

contained. If there is a time series N points, {x1, x2, · · · , xN} and we apply delay

embedding with m-dimensional embedding, the time delay vercor is defined by

following.

~xn = (xn−(m−1)τ , xn−(m−2)τ , · · · , xn) (2.3)

where τ is the time delay Usually, for research for EEG time series, time delay

τ is chosen to 1. As a result, such vector are created to number of N −m + 1

and resulting vetorset is

~xm(i) = {x(i+ k) : 0 ≤ i ≤ N −m+ 1} (2.4)

After embedding, according to the defined distance function,

d[~x(i), ~x(j)] = max{|x(i+ k)− x(j + k)| : 0 ≤ k ≤ m− 1, i 6= j}, (2.5)

The next step is counting the number of point satisfying d[~x(i), ~x(j)] ≤ r

where r is threshold value that strongly depends on application. If the condition

is satisfied between two vectors, it is called matched. Existence of r guaruntees

that small and infrequent noise less have effect on computing the entropy if
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r is larger than the maxium amplitude of noise [22]. That is the reason why

SampEn is robust to noise. Let Bm
i and Ami be the number of vectors that

satisfying above condition, counting number of verctors centered at ~x(i), which

is called template, in m and m+1 dimensional phase space, respectively. Then

we define the following probability.

Bm =
1

(N −m− 1)(N −m)

N−m∑
n=1

Bm
i (2.6)

Am =
1

(N −m− 1)(N −m)

N−m∑
n=1

Ami (2.7)

The above definitions are probability that two sequences will match for m, m+1

points, respectively. Then we can define SampEn by

SampEn(m, r,N) = −ln[Am(r)/Bm(r)] (2.8)

with contracting the expression, Am/Bm = A/B. Clearly, the quantity A/B

is conditional probability that if two sequences match m points, the next points

will match together. Accordingly, we acquire theoretical ground that SampEn is

quantity that measure predictability of the nonlinear system. For investigating

the time evolution of SampEn, as same as computing the Fourier power spec-

trum, we choose moving window size as 200 data point(200 ms), overlapping

196 points(translating 4 ms time step). We computed SampEn only on ICA

component because channel data can be thought as ‘weighted sum’ of the ICA

components hence information which is genuine in structure of ICA would be

blurred when computing SampEn with channel data. The value of r is choosed

to 0.6∗standard deviation of data within moving window by repeatedly trying

to compute SampEn and observing convergence of shape of time-SampEn plot.
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Chapter 3

Result

We conducted spectral analysis both about ongoing channel data and ICA

component. Before describing in detail about analysis result, it is necessary to

present the result of ICA. Because this experiment is originally for investigating

P300 signal which is related with decision making process and auditory evoked

response must appear, we select 15 subjects whose P300 and N100 signal is

relatively well expressed in ERP. As stated at section 2.1, though there may be

possibility that polarity of peak is reversed by ICA, the criterion that N100 and

P300 signal is well expressed is to be existence of prominent peak at well-known

latnecy, say, 100 ms and 300 ms in ERP.

When anlayzing data using method metioned in presection, including spec-

tral analysis and computing SampEn, we conduct baseline removing, which

is subtractig the average amplitude of pre-stimulus moment from pre-stimulus
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data. As the experiment is constructed under assumption based on physiological

ground that the effect of latest stimulus is completely attenuated at pre-stimulus

stage, baseline removing is reasonable to compare data of pre and post stimulus

stage.

3.1 Event Related Potential and Spectral Analysis

The representative channel ERP signal pattern is represented in Figure 3.1.

They are result from channel of FZ(frontal lobe), T7(temporal lobe), and CZ(central

lobe). To display similarity of latency when ERP characteristic peaks and spe-

cific frequeny bands are significant, we parallelize the channel ERP and corre-

sponding spectrogram. In spectrogram, the stimulus is given at 0.3 s.

About 100 ms and 300 ms after auditory stimulus, there are peaks to show

the auditory evoked potential in FZ, CZ but there are not in T7. In spectro-

gram, the significant change about power of frequency bands among 0.1∼20 Hz

interval is observed at the latency when peaks in ERP come out.

The interesting point is that as it is widely known, among 100∼300 ms

after stimulus there are N100 and P300 signal, however, after 500 ms from

stimulus there are increasing power of frequency bands over almost same range

in spectrogram of Fz and CZ. The information about the fact is not exposed

in ERP. Therefore a question can be raised that why any peak cannot be seen

though the power of frequency bands are stronger at the after-500 ms stage. it

will be treated in sectoin 2.

The pattern of ERP from T7 seems different from the other channel, how-

ever, the careful observatoin elucidate that it is not completely different pattern
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Figure 3.1 ERP and spectrograms to represent time evolution of power spectrm
at several channels in subject2. (a) FZ(frontal lobe), (b) T7(temporal lobe), (c)
CZ(central lobe). The latency that peaks appear in ERP and some frequency
bands are significant is almost coincident.
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from FZ, CZ. The only different point is that the offset-like signal is added on

(b) after 100 ms from stimulus. Except that point, three channesl show the

similar ERP signal. The similar pattern of ERP implies that ICA component

which have significant relation with response of auditory stimulus is commonly

contained in channel ERP with different contribution.

Follwing Figure3.2 is ERP from ICA components which are first three

largest amplitude arranged and their spectrogram. As stated, the ICA com-

ponents are arranged by variance of amplitude.

The ERP pattern of first component shows N100 and P300 signal as shown

in Figure 3.1 (a), (c). At 100 ms, 200 ms, and 300 ms after stimulus, the patterns

of peaks that are negative or positive, and small or large are fairly coincident.

Positive peak at 100 ms after stimulus in second component, it is reasonable to

regrad the peak as N100 because ICA polarity should be reversed, as already

mentioned in 2.2.1. Considering ongoing channel data is linear combination of

ICA component and ERP of ICA component having relatively large variance

could have more contribution on channel ERP, it is obvious that first ICA com-

ponent is main source component of channel FZ and CZ and T7 channel ERP in

Figure 3.1 (b) would be mainly composed of second ICA component in respect

to their similar rise and fall pattern. In view of spectrogram, when typical N100

and P300 as auditory evoked potential appear, increasing of frequency bands

ranging from 0.1 Hz to 15 Hz are observed in 100 ms∼300 ms interval which is

almost instantaneous after stimulus. On the other hand, when the typical signal

does not appear in ERP, as shown in Firgure 3.2 (b), (c), there is increasing

of same frequency bands after relatively long time later, that is, about 500ms
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Figure 3.2 The ERP and spectrogram of ICA components which have first three
largest variance of all component. ERP of (a) shows similar pattern of Figure
3.1 (a), (c). It can be reagard that the important information about channel
ERP about N100 and P300 is condensed in the ICA component 1. Residual
components can properly be negleted as they have relatively small power both
in ERP and spectreogram.
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from stimulus. That is impressive result, because it seems that there is not any

information in ERP.

The core observing to second component is that the component represent

‘subcomponent’ of prominent ERP signal like N100 and P3a/P3b. After ap-

pearing largest peak at 100 ms, there are several number of small edges 180

ms, 210 ms, and 320 ms and the latencies are known as the timing that N100

and P300 subcomponet appear [9]. Actually, this pattern of ERP from ICA

component is rare case of subjects who are analyzed by this article but it is

resonable to regard this component virtually as subcomponents because of thir

relatively small amplitude of main component(first ICA component and largest

peak of the second component) and result of spectrogram: First, because of their

smaller amplitude, the subcomponent can be ‘obscure’ signal to ICA decom-

posing, i.e. they may not be regard as independent component of EEG. Second,

the spectrogram of FZ channel cannot be composed only of first ICA compo-

nent because the latencies in which power spectrum is get stronger are 0∼300,

so as to first ICA component and 500∼900 ms, which is absent from first ICA

component but second component have. Watching ERP of FZ, there are small

edge near main component of N100 and P300, representing subcomponent of

them hence we can see that FZ should definitely contain first and second ICA

component. By this observing, we can strongly surmise that subcomponent of

N100 and P300 is independent component of the ERP.

Common point of ERP from channel data and ICA component is that most

increased frequeny band, comparing pre-stimulus stage and post-stimulus stage

is under alpha band(0.1∼13 Hz), roughly seen in spectrogram. For examining
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in detail, we conduct Fourier transformation and band-path filtering.

Following Figure 3.3 amd 3.4 are the results of decomposing to frequency

domain in channel data and ICA components. The name of channels and order

of ICA components are same as above. Results of two kind of decomposing

are almost coincident in view of latency that peaks appear but amplitude is

somewhat different about several peaks. Remarkable point is that the largest

increasing frequency band is delta and relatively small but significant spiring

peak is theta and alpha. The result partly reproduce the previous study of

response about auditory stiumulus telling that alpha is dominant frequency

band in experiment with oddball paradigm.

There may be a possibiility that FFT result is due to mismatch of ‘begin-

ing point’ of FFT and ‘ending point’, say, latency that stimulus is given and

epoch’s ending point. Watching the an epoch, the slowest signal is the wavelet

that links two edge point, having 1200 ms period and largest amplitude hence

corresponding frequency, about 1Hz which oscillate once in 1s band appear to

have largest power.

Putting these analysis together, ERP and spectral decomposing with chan-

nel data and ICA, we could observe how the ICA components are organized

and construct channel ERP. First of all, the first ICA component is commonly

included in FZ, CZ, and T7, but contribution of the component in T7 is less

that other two channels. Comparing with channel ERP(Figure 3.1) and ICA

component ERP(Figure 3.2), N100 and P300 appear in both of them. Also,

comparing FFT/bandpath filtering using channel data(Figure 3.3) and that

of ICA component(Figure 3.4), there are three peaks in frequency interval of
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Figure 3.3 Left column of figure is FFT result comparing pre-stimulus and post-
stimulus stage at channel FZ, T7, CZ and figures on right column are result of
band path filtering implemented by each 1 Hz interval until 40 Hz in the post
stimulus stage. In almost all case, there is a highest peak at 1∼3 Hz interval
and smaller but comparative peaks are commonly in 4∼8 Hz and 10∼15 Hz
interval.
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Figure 3.4 Left column of figfure is FFT result with ICA components ordered by
their relative size of variance and right column is result of band-path filtetring
with same method by which channel data is anlayzed. As same as spectral
analysis with channel data, delta band is largest in (a), (b). The result of (c)
seems to be starange because of dicordance power at delta, it is expected that
ICA decomposing was not achieved.
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0.1∼13 Hz.

Second, because the largest power of delta bands exist in three spectral de-

composing of channel data(Figure 3.2), the second ICA component(Figure 3.4

(b)) is required to contain in three channles. Seeing Figure 3. 4, although com-

ponent1 have largest peak at delta, the difference of second largest peak do not

relatively larger that component2. Besides, the average of the power also have

nothing on conponent2. The maximum power of delta in second component is

0.68 but the other component is 0.12 and 0.017 in band-path filtering. As a

result, we can conclude that component1, component 2 is commonly contained

in ERP of three channels but ERP of two channels(FZ/CZ) and T7 have de-

finetely dissimliar pattern, seeing Figure3.1 (a/c) and (b). This result can be

explained by ICA component’s different weight on other channel. FFT using

T7 channel data and that of component2(Figure 3.3(b) and Figure 3.4(b)) is

very simliar in that there are no characteristic peaks except delta. Besides, If

believing that polarity of T7 ERP is reveresed, the form of ERP agree with that

of component2. As a result, it is possible to interpret that ICA component2 is

essential signal originated from primary auditory cortex where auditory infor-

mation is first processed because T7 is located on primary auditory cortex. In

contrary, component1 is signal from higher brain level, which is well known

ERP signal(N100 and P300).

The spectral analysis result is accordant with observing of ERP and spec-

trogram in that second component is significant component contributing to

prominent channel ERP signal. For the component can be demonstrated to in-

dependent subcompoent of the N100 and P300 in this research, more sufficient
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spectral component and ERP data are required.

3.2 Sample Entropy

In this section, we compared ICA component’s ERP and SampEn time evolu-

tion computed with ICA component. Considering the definition of entropy, if

the system get complicated and cannot be predictable, the entropy value will

increase, vice versa. Hence the result is expected that when auditory evoked

signal such as N100, P300 appear, the entropy value will fall in some degree

because the bunches of neuron, regarded as directed electric dipoles, are locally

or globally arranged to same direction, meaning the system is to be ordered

and predictable.

Following is the figures representing the result of ERP of ICA component

and SampEn computing with four subjects. Figure 3.5 shows ERP and Sam-

pEn pattern which is commonly found out in subjects; N100 and P300 signal

is apperantly represented in ERP. But clear pattern without fast noise and any

subcomponent is so rare that there are only seven subjects over fifteen subjects

showing such meaningful ERP signal. In many cases this typical ERP pat-

tern which have large variance, meaning that many informatoin, is contained

is forwadly ordered by ICA decompostion, but not all case. Sometimes typical

ERP pattern like Figure 3.5 is rearwardly orderd as noise effect overwhelm the

response of auditory stimulus. Accordingly, SampEn time series does not rep-

resent meaningful pattern in the component which does not contain the N100

and P300 signal.

The remarkable feature is that untill 100∼200 ms after stimulus, there are
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Figure 3.5 Left column shows ERP signal showing definitely N100 and P300
signal and right column is the result of SampEn. (a) 1st component of sub-
ject2, (b) 2nd component of subject7, (c) 16th component of subject16 (d) 2nd
component of subject 13. About half of fifteen subjects have this pattern of the
ERP and SampEn. The latency when N100 reaches minimum is not exactly
identical to the latency when SampEn reaches mnimum.
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Figure 3.6 By muscle movement or noise from devices fast noise could be
contained in ERP. The monotonic increasing of SampEn would be caused by
increasing variance of noises as time goes. (a) 1st component of subject17, (b)
1st component of subject20, (c) 1st component of subject9.
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decreasing, as peak form or not, both in left column representing ERP and right

column representing SampEn, as expected. However the decreasing of SampEn

corresponding P300 signal is not observed, but rather increasing entropy is

followed after downfalling in N100 interval, say, 200∼300 ms,which is seemingly

bizzare result. In addition, another noticable result is that a ‘small tip’ is on

the ascent stage before which there is a convex peak in time-SampEn plot. We

found that the latency when such small tip appear is nearly accordant to the

latency when there is a local maximum of frequency domain in spectrogram in

Figure 3. 2. If they act as to be synchronous only a little, there is a possiblity

that a small decreaing may come out to show a minute synchrony, however,

detail proccess cannot be explained. In section 3.3, however, we inverstigated

this problem more deeper.

Sometimes, though ERP pattern is definite the SampEn does not meaning-

fully represent the informatoin about synchronization like Figure 3.6. In this

case, we can see that fast noise is included in the ERP, which is able to verify by

observing that those power spectrum shows relatively high frequency exists in

those ICA components. The absolute value of SampEn is much larger in Figure

3.6 cases, which are ranged in 0.8∼1.1, relative to cases in Figure 3.5, 0.1∼0.4,

hence we can notice that noise overwhelm the reponse signal. Monotonic in-

creasing of SampEn can be interpreted that signal to noise ratio is gradually

increased. Taking a look at the ERP in Figure 3.6, the fluctuation is seem to

be increased, but we could not explain the exact cause of monotonic increasing

of SampEn.

The result tell us that although N100 and P300 signal on ERP definitely
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show synchronizaton in respect to the principle of emerging the ERP signal

but entropy does not necesssarily have the reverse-tendency from the ERP. If

we regard ERP peak of ampliude as degree of synchronization and SampEn as

‘desynchronization’, that means synchronization and desynchronizatoin is in-

dependent mechanism and it is possible to anticipate that they are sometimes

‘compatible’ to reveal their characterness in ERP seen from P300 and rear-

ward non-peak region. In otherwords, tengible ERP result would be up to the

proportion of two contrast neuronal behavior.

In case of N100 signal, because degree of synchronizatoin and desynchro-

nizatoin is accordant by inverse manner, the state of the brain can be said that

it is highly orderd. Otherwise, P300 region can be interpreted as they are partly

synchronized.

3.3 Indices of Synchronization and Desynchronization

We defined two indicies to measure objectively the degree to synchronization

and desynchronization of ERP generating elements. As mentioned above, syn-

chronized neuronal dipoles makes specific peak in ERP and SampEn can rep-

resent the degree to desynchronization of them. Considering the amplitude of

the peak in ERP relative to baseline, which is the duration just after which

auditory stimulus is given, it is possilble to define a following relative value

normalized by standard deviatoin(SD),

Si =
Peak value−Average of baseline

SD
, (3.1)
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where subscript i indicates ith ICA component. However, we already imple-

mented baseline removing when calculating ERP, we can put zero into Average

of baseline.

On the other side, it is difficult to handle directly SampEn as measuring

tool of desynchronization because it does not reflect ‘how much’ signals ap-

pear at interesting latency. Observing Figure 3.5, the average entropy value in

baseline and in time interval of 800∼1200 ms are so similar that the two time

interval are apparently seemed to be most desynchronized and residue part are

relatively synchronized. But we can notice that this is just misleading, noticing

by observing in presection that it is not accordant in respect to disagreement

about concept of synchronization between ERP signal and SampEn at P300

signal. The P300 signal appear in ERP because of local synchronization of

neuronal dipoles but SampEn tells that they are desynchronized signal. This

is not contradiction because constructing ERP signal does not need to global

synchronization but only part of the dipoles at certain points of brain region.

Therefore we need to define the ‘relative degree of desynchronizatoin’, which

include the amount of principal component coming close to synchronize if they

are phase locked and direction of dipoles should have be consonant but virtually

fail to. We can take a view of desynchronization as deviated state from most

synchronized state. Therefore the degree of desynchronization can be defined

by difference between target point and local minimum of SampEn, in our case,

which is the point corresponding to N100 signal. We can acquire a latency

tlm when power spectrum of ICA component have largest local maximum in

frequency domain and pick a SampEn value SampEnlm at the latency tlm.
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Then we can obtain the degree of desynchronization index,

dSi =
SampEnlm − SampEnN100

SD
(3.2)

where SampEnN100 is the SampEn value corresponding to N100.

Synchronization Desynchronization
N100 P300

dSi latnecy
Si latency Si latency

Subject2 -2.95 391 2.88 507 1.74 540

Subject7 -3.04 390 2.49 525 0.83 540

Subject10 -3.00 379 1.16 466 1.55 660

Subject13 -2.62 379 3.13 557 0.34 600

Subject14 -2.26 387 2.47 512 2.94 570

Subject16 -2.09 399 2.80 536 1.99 570

Subject18 -3.08 384 2.39 514 1.63 540

average -2.39 387 2.81 517 1.58 574

standard
deviation

0.58 6.61 0.30 26.1 0.77 40.7

Table 3.1 Result of computing indices of synchronization and desynchronization
for seven subjects whose ERP is like Figure3.5. That is, N100 and P300 signal
is clearly dispalyed.

Table 3.1 shows two incdicies about synchronization representing N100 and

P300 signal and desynchronization of seven subjects whose ERP clearly display

N100 and P300 without any noise and subcomponent. Standard deviations and

latency of synchronization show relative consistency independent of subjects.

Because auditory evoked potential like N100 is more passive response,which is

reflexive than P300 which is related with higher level of brain fucntion, it is res-

onable result that SD of N100 is smaller than the other indicies. Unfortunately,

we could not find validity of desynchronization indicies or the correlation be-

tween indicies. For futher information about the indicies, we need to subjects
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having abnormality about brain function affecting their state related with syn-

chronization.

–
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Chapter 4

Summary

By investigating ERP signals and spectral analysis from channel data and ICA

component, we could see that ‘principal component’ of ERP signal is in fre-

quency band ranged over delta(0.1∼4Hz), theta(5∼7Hz), and alpha(8∼13Hz).

Among these frequency bands,assuming if ICA finely decompose ongoing EEG

into independent signals, we could conjecture that the notable ERP signals,

N100 and P300, are composed of waves having theta and alpha band and their

subcomponent is consisted of mainly delta band emitted from primary auditory

cortex. We also measured the degree of synchronization by computing SampEn.

Defined indicies showed that N100 signal is more independent of subjects than

P300 so it sufficiently have possibility as measuring tool for synchronization,

but indicies of desynchronization could not be elucidate the usefulness itself.
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국문 초록

사람의 두뇌의 청각신호의 처리에 관한 연구는 뇌전도 및 뇌자도의 측정을 통하여

정량적 혹은 정성적인 측면에서 이뤄지고 있으며 이 연구들로 인하여 두뇌에서

청각신호는 두뇌를 이루는 뉴런들의 복잡한 네트워크로 구성되어 있다는 것이

알려져 있습니다. 특히 뇌전도 및 뇌자도의 시계열로부터 얻는 청각유발전위는 청

각신호 처리의 동역학에 대한 표준적인 방법으로써 널리 쓰이고 있습니다. 그러나

그와 같은 기존의 선형적인 분석방법으로는 - 예를 들면 자극에 의한 반응으로

생긴 활동전위의 평균을 낸다거나, 다른 자극에 대한 차이를 구하는 등 - 뉴런들이

구성하는 복잡한 네트워크에 의해 발현되는 비선형적인 특성들을 잘 이해하는데

한계가 있습니다. 이러한 한계를 극복하기 위하여 이 연구에서는 여러가지 비선형

적인방법을통하여사건유발전위와뇌전도시계열을정량적으로분석하였습니다.

나아가서는청각유발전위에서특징적인피크에대한잠재기와진폭의상관관계및

비선형적 방법을 통하여 얻은 지표에 대해서도 분석하였습니다.

주요어: 청각정보처리, 인간의 뇌, 뇌전도, 청각유발전위, 비선형분석

학번: 2012-20391
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